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© 2014 Houlihan Lokey. All rights reserved. This material may not be reproduced in any format by any means or redistributed without the prior written consent of Houlihan
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Houlihan Lokey is a trade name for Houlihan Lokey, Inc. and its subsidiaries and affiliates which include: Houlihan Lokey Capital, Inc., a California corporation, a registered
broker-dealer and SIPC member firm, which provides investment banking, capital markets, merger, acquisition and divestiture services; Houlihan Lokey Financial Advisors,
Inc., a California corporation, a registered investment advisor, which provides investment advisory, fairness opinion, solvency opinion, valuation opinion, restructuring
advisory and portfolio management services; and Houlihan Lokey (Europe) Limited, a company incorporated in England which is authorized and regulated by the U.K.
Financial Services Authority and Houlihan Lokey (China) Limited, a company incorporated in Hong Kong SAR which is licensed in Hong Kong by the Securities and Futures
Commission, which provide investment banking, restructuring advisory, merger, acquisition and divestiture services, valuation opinion and private placement services and
which may direct this communication within the European Economic Area and Hong Kong, respectively, to intended recipients including professional investors, high-net-worth
companies or other institutional investors.

This presentation, and any supplemental information (written or oral) or other documents provided in connection therewith (collectively, the “materials”), are provided solely
for your information and are for discussion purposes only. The materials may not be relied upon by any person or entity for any purpose. The materials are not, and should
not be construed to be, tax, accounting, financial, investment or other advice, and should not be relied on for any purpose. Houlihan Lokey takes no responsibility for the use
of or reliance upon the materials by any person. The materials are provided on a confidential basis solely for your information and may not be disclosed, summarized,
reproduced, disseminated or quoted or otherwise referred to, in whole or in part, without Houlihan Lokey’s express prior written consent.

Statements contained in this presentation may contain forward-looking statements that are based on our current outlook, expectations, estimates and projections. Words such
as “anticipate,” “believe,” “continue,” “could,” “designed,” “effect,” "estimate”, “evaluate,” “expect,” “forecast,” “goal,” “initiative,” "intends," “outlook,” “may,”
“plan,” “potential,” “project,” “pursue,” “seek,” “should,” “target,” “when,” “would” and variations of such words and similar expressions are intended to identify such
forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties, many of which are difficult to predict and generally beyond our control, that
could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed, projected or implied in or by the forward-looking statements. We do not undertake any obligation to
update or announce publicly any updates to or revision to any of the forward-looking statements.

The materials necessarily are based on financial, economic, market and other conditions as in effect on, and the information available to Houlihan Lokey as of, the date of the
materials. Although subsequent developments may affect the contents of the materials, Houlihan Lokey has not undertaken, and is under no obligation, to update, revise or
reaffirm the materials. The materials are not intended to provide the sole basis for evaluation of, or a recommendation to undertake, any specific action, and do not purport to
contain all information that may be required for any event. The materials do not address any underlying business decision you or any other party may undertake, or the
relative merits of any particular strategy that might exist for you or any other party. The materials do not constitute any opinion, nor do the materials constitute a
recommendation, as to how you or any other party may vote or act with respect to any matter or whether to buy or sell any assets or securities of any company. The materials
may not reflect information known to other professionals in other business areas of Houlihan Lokey and its affiliates.

The materials are not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an indication of interest to purchase any security, option, commodity, future, loan or currency. The materials do not
constitute a commitment by Houlihan Lokey or any of its affiliates to underwrite, subscribe for or place any securities, to extend or arrange credit, or to provide any other
services. In the ordinary course of business, certain of Houlihan Lokey’s affiliates, as well as investment funds in which they may have financial interests, may acquire, hold or
sell, long or short positions, or trade or otherwise effect transactions, in debt, equity, and other securities and financial instruments (including loans and other obligations) of,
or investments in, one or more parties or any currency or commodity. Houlihan Lokey provides mergers and acquisitions, restructuring and other advisory services to clients.
Houlihan Lokey’s personnel may make statements or provide advice that is contrary to information contained in the materials.
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Develop a revitalization plan for the Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (“PREPA”) that accomplishes:

 A diversified and lower cost power generation platform resulting in stable rates with a capacity to lower 
the rates for Puerto Rican customers

 Improved air quality and a cost effective means to achieve compliance with the EPA Mercury and Air 
Toxics Standards (“MATS”)

 Achievement of legislatively mandated energy efficiency and renewable energy goals while reducing 
dependence on oil

 A fully financed new $2 billion capital investment plan leveraging financial support of existing and new 
PREPA investors

 Significant “Green Energy” job creation benefits as early as the second half of 2015

 A path to achieving investment grade ratings and a lower cost of debt

 Restoration of capital markets access for PREPA and credit support for Puerto Rico through full 
repayment of existing revenue bond obligations consistent with contractual commitments

Privileged & Confidential
Source: PA Consulting and Houlihan Lokey analysis
Note: All analyses are strictly illustrative in nature
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 The plan contains no operating cost reductions beyond PREPA’s consultants’ estimates contained in the 
April 1, 2015 Public Disclosure



Detailed Plan Development by Industry Leading Firms

Components Actions Parties Involved

System Assessment

 Diligence of existing generation and distribution infrastructure 

 Assessment of deficiencies and regulatory compliance needs

 Assessment of capital expenditure requirements and options

 Intensive status quo and post investment operational modeling

Capital Expenditure 

Financing Options

 Sizing and timing of financing needed

 Assessment of investment structuring options

 Obtaining capital commitments

Engineering, Procurement 

& Construction

 Identification of General Electric H-Class or F-Class gas turbines for the new 
Aguirre combined-cycle facility in the PPA Case

 Identification of willing engineering, procurement and construction provider 
for the new Aguirre combined-cycle facility in the PPA Case

Privileged & Confidential
Source: PA Consulting and Houlihan Lokey analysis
Note: All analyses are strictly illustrative in nature

 The plan offers two design options, both of which were developed through on-site diligence and analysis of PREPA’s existing
plant assets and operations by industry leading firms with the necessary and relevant skill sets

 The plan design options leveraged work product assembled and provided by PREPA and its professional advisors, including
certain identified efficiency improvements and costs saving opportunities, and includes additional analyses performed by other
third party professionals

 Greater efficiency and cost saving opportunities may be achievable over the long-run, but the plan design options were developed
with a set of conservative cost saving assumptions detailed herein

Plan Development ProcessPlan Overview
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Investments in thermal generation and renewable energy would help PREPA reduce fuel costs, meet RPS goals 

and create jobs

 A 700 MW distributed PV program consisting of 25 utility-scale solar facilities and distributed solar generation on roughly 1% 
of PREPA’s customer base could create approximately 2,300 jobs beginning in the second half of 2015(1)

 A newly constructed natural gas-fired combined-cycle power plant could create approximately 545 jobs beginning in 2017(2)

 Making energy efficiency investments in parallel could add another 600 installation jobs and lower Puerto Ricans’ energy bills(3)

 Combining a new combined-cycle power plant with a distributed generation and energy efficiency program could achieve the 
employment results shown below and delay the need to build a second combined-cycle facility in the North

Immediate & Meaningful Job Creation BenefitsPlan Overview
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Privileged & Confidential
Source: PA Consulting and Houlihan Lokey analysis
Note: All analyses are strictly illustrative in nature
(1) Based on PA Consulting analysis using NREL’s JEDI PV Scenario Module
(2) Based on PA Consulting analysis using NREL’s JEDI Natural Gas Module
(3) Based on PA Consulting review of job creation studies in the energy efficiency sector
(4) Jobs in 2014 based in the 50 U.S. states and Puerto Rico per the Solar Foundation and PA Consulting
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The 700 MW PV scenario 
described above could put a 
meaningful portion of Puerto 
Rico’s labor market to work in 
the solar industry

California is the largest 
solar job market, with 
55,000 jobs

Puerto Rico would create 
approximately 2,500 solar
jobs by 2021
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 Two basic system plan design options exist for PREPA:

 “Base Case” – Minimizes capital expenditures while achieving system technical requirements and MATS compliance

 “PPA Case” – In addition to the Base Case capital expenditures, an 800 MW combined-cycle facility at Aguirre is constructed
and operated by a third party with PREPA buying the power through a long-term power purchase agreement (“PPA”) similar
to the existing highly successful agreement with EcoEléctrica

PREPA Strategic Options – Base Case or PPA CasePlan Overview
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Privileged & Confidential
Source: PA Consulting and Houlihan Lokey analysis
Note: All analyses are strictly illustrative in nature
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Basic System Cost/Benefit Paradigm

Benefits Base Case PPA Case
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 The Base Case uses an improved annual rate structure consistent with industry standards to cover all operating costs (including
operational expenses, debt service and capital expenditures)

 By investing approximately $725 million in fuel and generation infrastructure, the Base Case scenario generates power at a
substantial discount relative to PREPA’s historical electricity costs and to other comparable island utilities

 The 2016 Base Case electricity rate is approximately 22% lower than PREPA’s August 2014 average electricity rate

 Base Case achieves MATS, energy efficiency and renewable energy compliance while minimizing new capital requirements

Base Case Advantages – Lower Cost ElectricityPlan Overview
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Privileged & Confidential 
Source: PA Consulting, Houlihan Lokey analysis, public filings and 2015 Platts Energy Conference
Note: All analyses are strictly illustrative in nature
(1) Represents illustrative 2016 Base Case rate
(2) Based on August 2014 average electricity rate for residential, commercial, industrial and other customers . Without implementation of either the Base Case or PPA Case plan, 

average rates will likely increase when MATs compliance requires a change in fuel source to fuel oil #2
(3) Reflects average electricity rate for residential, commercial and industrial customers during the last reported fiscal year
(4) Reflects 2012 average electricity rates for the island

Base Case Average Rate Comparison ($/kWh)

Island Comp Set

(4)(4) (4)(4)(4)
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 The PPA Case assumes a third party finances, constructs and operates the 800 MW Aguirre natural gas combined-cycle facility
with PREPA buying the power through a long-term PPA similar to the highly successful arrangement with EcoEléctrica

 Common PPA structure which provides a fixed capacity and O&M payment while passing through fuel costs

 On average the PPA Case delivers 15.4% savings over the next decade compared to the average August 2014 electricity rate

 In addition, the PPA Case enables greater use of renewable resources through the increased flexibility of the new generation

 800 MW facility financed with 70% debt and 30% equity at rates in line with comparable project financings

 General Electric is ready to partner with PREPA if a consensual plan with bondholders can be reached and is willing to
provide a substantial portion of the equity commitment

 General Electric is also willing to provide H-Class or F-Class gas turbines at the new Aguirre facility and manage all phases of
the engineering, procurement and construction process

PPA Case Advantages – Even Lower Cost
Electricity & Fuel Diversification

Plan Overview
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Privileged & Confidential
Source: PA Consulting, Houlihan Lokey analysis and public filings
Note: All analyses are strictly illustrative in nature
(1) Based on August 2014 average electricity rate for residential, commercial, industrial and other customers . Without implementation of either 

the Base Case or PPA Case plan, average rates will likely increase when MATs compliance requires a change in fuel source to fuel oil #2

2024 PPA Case Fuel Diversification BenefitPPA Case Rate Advantage ($/kWh)
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Implementation of the PREPA revitalization plan can be accomplished quickly and efficiently in the following

steps

PREPA Revitalization Plan Implementation Timeline

Step Actions

1. Selection of Strategic Alternative  Selection by PREPA of Base Case or PPA Case

2. Commencement of Rate Case  Commence PREPA rate case to facilitate selected plan cost assumptions

3. Negotiation and Execution
 Lay out and agree to all steps including commonwealth and bank debt agreements as 

necessary

4. Obtain Necessary Financing Commitments
 Receive executed financing commitments from plan financial sponsors identifying all 

key terms and commitments

5. Milestone Agreement
 Identify all key milestone steps and timing considerations required for plan 

implementation and execution

6. Implementation and Job Creation
 Begin necessary construction and corporate improvement initiatives to lower electric 

rates, improve air quality and generate jobs

Privileged & Confidential
Source: PA Consulting and Houlihan Lokey analysis
Note: All analyses are strictly illustrative in nature

Next Steps Plan Overview
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